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1. Introduction. Ann-dimensional Sasakian space Sn (or, normal contact 

metric space) is a Riemannian space, which admits a unit killing vector field TJi 

satisfying (Okumura [2], 1962): 

= rijgik -11kgij ... (1.1) 

It is well known that the Sasakian space is orientable and odd dimensional. 
.Also, we know that an n-dimensional Kaehlerian space Kn is a Riemannian space, 

which admits a structure tensor field F/' satisfying (Yano [6] 1965) : 

F}'F~ =-3j, ... Cl.2) 

F =~F {F. =F:'1g. 
ij Jl , lJ I GJ . .. ( 1.3) 

and 

=0, ... (1.4) 

where the comma (,) followed by an index denotes the operation of covariant 
differentiation with respect to the metric tensor g .. of the Riemannian space. . ij 

Thus, both, Sn and Kn are Riemannian space, satisfying all the properties 
of a Riemannian space. 

The Riemannian curvature tensor field, denoted by Rfjh , is given by 

Rh. =c; 
!JI: aj Jh ~I } 

'-' ! hJk - 1 ... (1.5) 
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a 
where ai = axi 

The Ricci-tensor and scalar curvature in Sn are respectively given by 
k .. 

RiJ = RiJk and R = Ri1gu. 

It is well known that these tensors satisfy the indentities (Tachibana [5], 
1967): 

and 

FaRj =RaFj 
l a l a 

F;a Raj= -RiaF'.f 

In view of (1.2), the relation 

F aR6F 1 - R 1 
i a b - - i · 

Also, multiplying (1.7) by gij, we obtain 

F aRi - RjFa 
i a--a}' 

which implies 

F;aR~ =0. 

If we define a tensor sij by 

SiJ = F;a Ra_i 

we have 

S-·=-S·· 
lj Ji" 

gi.ves 

The holomorphically concircular curvature tensor 

curvature tensor BJk are respectively given by \Sinha [4] 1973.l: 

Ch _Rh R ( -;:.h -;:.h , F F;, 
ijk - ijk + n(n + 2) gik 0 J - g Jk 0 i ' iJ: j - -2F;,F/') 

and 

Bh Rh l (R -;:.h R -;:.h · R1; R1: S F1: S ijk = ijk +--
4
- iku j - jkui -r gik ; - g ;J: 1 ' Fi.· 1 - . n+ . . . 

... (1. 

... (1.8) 

and the Bochner 

-'c-F.S"-
£8 j 
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F S h + 28 Fh · 2F Sh jk i ij k -t- ij k R (g.ksh -g .k8h + FkF~ - F.kFh + 2F.Fkh) (113) <. J )• I l J )• l 'J ••• • 

Equation (1.13), in view of the (1.12), will be expressed in the form: 

BZk =C;~k +{_~A\ (Rik8;-R1k8? + gikRJ-g1kRih +sikFf-sjkF:h +F:ks;-

F S h -'-2S Fh 2F Sh)- 2R ( ~h - s:.h F Fh -F ph 2F Fh) 
jk i • ij k + ij k n(n+ 4) gikbj gJk0 i + ik J Jk i + iJ k ... (1.14) 

We shall use the following definitions : 
Definition (1.1). A Sasakian space Sn satisfying (Lal and Singh [1] 1971): 

R h • Rh 0 
ijk,a - Aa iik = ... (1.15) 

for some non-zero vector field I.a, will be called Sasakian recurrent space, or in 
brief, an S*n-space. The space Sn is called Sasakian Ricci-recurrent, or in brief, an 
S-R*-space if, it satisfies the relation : 

Rij,a -/,aRij = 0. . .. (1.16) 

Multiplying the above equation by gij and using the fact that g~~ = 0 , we get 

R,a - /.aR = 0. . .. (1.17) 

Remark (1.1). From (1.16) it follows that every S*n-space is S-R*-space, but the 
converse is not necessarily true. 
Definition (1.2). The space Sn is called Sasakian symmetric, in the sense of Cartan 
if, it satisfies (Lal and Singh [1], 1971): 

RJk,a = 0, or equivalently Rijkl,a = 0. . .. (1.18) 

Obviously, a Sasakian symmetric space is Sasakian Ricci-symmetric, i.e., 

RiJ.a = 0. . .. (1.19) 

Definition (1.3). The space Sn in which the Bochner CH-conformal) cuvature 

tensor B;Jk satisfies the relation (Lal and Singh [1] 1971): 

B h • Bh 0 
ijk,a - Aa ijk = ' ... (1.20) 

for some non-zero v.ector field l~a' vi'ill be called a Sasakian space with recurrent 
Bochner curvature tensor or Sasakian-Bochner recurrent space or in brief an S
B*-space. 
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2. Sasakian Concircular Recurrent Space. 
Definition (2.1). The space Sn satisfying the relation 

ci;k,a -A.actk = 0, ... (2.1) 

for some non-zero recurrence vector field I.a, will be called a Sasakian concircular 

recurrent space, or in brief, an S-C*-space. 
Theorem (2.1). Every Sasakian recurrent space is an S-C*-space. 

Proof. A Sasakian recurrent space is characterized by the equation (1.15), which 
yields (1.17). 
Differentiating (1.9) covariantly with respect to :&, we obtain 

Ch -Rh , R,a ( _ s:h g ,_h , v F" F Fh , 2 v ph) ijk,a- ijk,a-r- n(n+ 2)Wi.!Pj- jkui -r.L';k J - Jk ., ..,.. .L'iJ k · ... (2.2) 

Multiplying (1.12) by /,a and subtracting from (2.2), we obtain 

Ch , Ch Rh ~ Rh , (R,a-1.aR)( s:h s:h , F ph F Fh 2F vh) 
ijk,a - A,a ijk = ijk,a - /\.a ijk T n(n + 2) gjkU j - g jkUi T ik j - jk i + ijL' k (2.3) 

Making use of equations (1.15) and (1.17), we have 

h h cijk,a -l~acijk = 0, 

which shows that the space is an S-C*-space. 
Theorem 2.2. The necessary and sufficient condition that a space Sn be an S-R*
space is that 

ci;k,a -A.aCDk = Rtk,a -1..aRjk · 

Proof. Let the space be an S-R*-space, then the relation (1.16) is satisfied, which 
yields (1.17). Then (2.3), in view of (1.17), reduces to 

CDk,a -A.aCDk =RDk,a -1..aREk ... (2.4) 

Hence the condition is necessary. 
Conversely, if in a space Sn, equation (2.4) is satisfied, then we have from 

(2.3), the relation 

(R,a-l"aR)( h h F ph F Fh F ph) 
( ) 

gikoj -gjkoi + ik j - ik i +2 ij k =O, 
nn+2 

which yields 

Rij,a -/,aRij =0, 

i.e., the space is an S-R*-space. 

Hence the condition is sufficient. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 

.. .(2.5) 
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Theorem {2.3). Every S-C*-Space is an S-B*-Space. 
Proof. Let the space be an S-C*-space. Then equation (2.1), in view of (1.12), gives 

R~ R,a f 0i.. h h h h) uk,a + n(n+
2
\\gik j-gjk8i +FikFi -FjkFi +2Fi_jFk 

( 

-.A 1 Rh R ( ~h h h h h)~ •al ijk + n(n + 2) giku j - g jkSi + FikFj -FjkFi + 2Fi_iFk J = O, 

or,· 

Rh ~ Rh (R,a-"-aR)( ~h ~h F Fh F Fh 2F Fh) 0 ijk,a-Aa ijk+ n(n+ 2) gikuj-gjkui+ ik j- jk i + ij k = 

Contracting indices h and k in the above equation, we have 

R '1. R (R,a-1•aR){F Fh F Fh 2F Fh) 0 
ij,a -1'.a ij + n(n + 2) \ ih j - jh i + ij h = . 

Since R = ~gii, the above equation may be written as 

'R--. -l R-. \ .y,a a 1J 
(RiJ,a -1.aRiJ) Jgii (F Fh -F.hFh + 2Fi_;Ff )} = 0 

( 2) t ih ) ) i • nn+ 

or, 

( 1 t ! ij h h h_ 
(Rija -A.aRij~l- ( )g (FihFj -F;hFi +2Fi_jFh) -0, ' l n n+2 

which implies 

Rij,a -}.aRij = 

i.e. the space is an S-R*-space. 

Multiplying (2.11) by gU and using the fact that g~ = 0, we obtain 

R,a -/.,aR = 0. 

Differentiating (1.14) covariantly w.r.t rz, we have 

... (2.6) 

... (2.7) 

. .. (2.8) 

. .. (2.9) 

... (2.10) 

... (2.11) 

... (2.12) 

B,~k,a =Ci~k,a + f_ ~ ... ,(o;Rik,a -o;Rjk,a +gikRj,a -gjkRia +FihSik,a -Fi_hSjk,a +Fi_kSJ,a 

-Fp,si:, +2Fkhsij,a + 2Fi_jsz.J- _;_R:aA\ (gik8}-gjk8? +FikFf-FjkFih +2FijFkh ) ... (2.13) 
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Multiplying (1.14) by 'Aa and subtracting from (2.13), we get 

h - h -ch _1ch _l_f"h(R -. R )- h(R _. ) BiJk,a A.aBiJk - iJk,a /\.a iJk + n+ 4 'l°i\ ik,a I.a ik C\ jk,a 1.aRik 

+ gik (RJ,a - 'AaRj )- g jk (Rta - 'AaRf )+ Fjh (Sik,a - lcaSik )- F;h (Sjk,a -!,aS jk) 

+F;k(sJ,a -A,aSJ}Fjk(s,~a -1.aSih )+2Ft'(SiJ,a -l.aSJ+2F;_i(SZ,a -1.aSZ 

(gik8j-gjk8Z +F;kFf-FjkF;h +2F;1F(J 

2(R,a -1.aR) 
n(n+4) 

... (2. 

Making use of equations (1.10), (2.1), (2.11) and (2.12) in (2.14), we get 

BDk,a - 'AaBDk = 0, 

which shows that the space is an S-B*-space. 

Theorem (2.4). The necessary and sufficient conditions for an Sn-space to be an 
S-C*-space are that the space be an S-R*- space and S-B*-space both. 
Proof. The necessary part has already been proved in Theorem (2.3). For the 
sufficient part, let us suppose that the space be both S-R*-space and S-C*-space. 
Then equations (1.16), (1.17) and (1.20) are satisfied. 

The equation (1.14) yields (2.14), which in view of (1.16), (1.17) and 
reduces to 

ctk,a -'AaCDk = o. 
This shows that the space is an S-C*-space. Hence the sufficient part is 

proved. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem (2.5) .. An S-C*-space will be called a Sasakian recurrent space, provided 
that it is an S-R*-space. 
Proof. With the help of equations (1.12) and (2.1), we obtain (2.3) i.e. 

Ch 1 Ch -Rh 1 Rh (R,a-1-aR)( s:.h s:.h, F· Fh FF", 2F·Fn ijk,a-r'-a ijk- ijk-1\.a ijk+ n(n+2) ,gikvj-gjkUi T ik j - jk i-;- ·. ij.k 

Now, let the space be an S-R*-space. Therefore, equation (1.16) and 
are satisfied. Making use of (1.17), the above equation reduces to 

ctk,a -'AaCijk = RDk,a - 'AaRDk. 

This shows that an S-C*-space is Sasakian recurrent. 
This completes the proof. 



Theorem (2.6). If a Sasakian space Sn satisfies any two of the properties : 
the space is Sasakian recurrent, 
the space is an S-R*-space, 

(iii) the space is an S-C*-space, 
then it must also satisfy the third. 
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Proof. Sasakian recurrent, Sasakian Ricci-recurrent (or S-R*-space) and Sasakian 
crmcircular recurrent (or, S-C*-space) are respectively characterized by equations 
(1.15), (1.16) and (2.1). The statement of the theorem follows in view of equations 
(1.15), (1.16), (2.1) and (2.3). 

3. Sasakian Concircular Symmetric Spaces. 
Definition (3.1). A Sasakian space Sn satisfying the relation 

ct~.a =0' 

'vill be called a Sasakian concircular symmetric space. 
Theorem (3.1). Every Sasakian symmetric space is Sasakian concircular 
symmetric space. 
Proof. If the space is Sa..~an symmetric, then the relation (1.18) and (1.19) hold. 
Differentiating (1.12) covariantly w.r.t. r1 and using (1.18) and (1.19), we get 

=0 

This shows that the space is Sasakian concircular symmetric. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem (3.2). The necessary and sufficient condition that a Sasaki.an concircular 

symmetric space be an S-R*-space with the same recurrence vector field Aa, is 

that 

ph . • vh 0 "-'ijkµ 7 Aa - .i. ';ik · 

Proof. With the help of equations (1.12) and (2.1), we obtain (2.3). 

Since the space is Sasakian concircular symmetric, therefore, (2.3) takes 
the form: 

R h ., Rh , • Ch , (R, 0 -l.aR)1 ~h ~h F Fh F Fh 2F Fh}-o 
ijk,a-Aa ifk'Aa ifk' ( . 

2
) WiiYJ-gjkui + ik j - jk i + ij k - •.• (3.2) n n-t-

If the space is an S-R*-space, then the above equation reduces to 

Rh . 1 (ch Rh ) o 
iJk~a -r /\c , ijk - ijk, == • ... (3.3) 

Hence, the condition is necessary. 
Conversely, if the equation (3.3) holds, then we have 
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(R,a-AaR)( ~h ~h F Fh F Fh 2F Fh) 0 
( ) 

giku j - gjkui + ik j - jk i + ij k = · 
n n+2 

Since R =Rij gij, we have immediately from the above equation that 

Rij,a -J..aRij = 0, 

which shows that the space is an S-R*-space. 

This completes the proof. 

... (3.4) 

Theorem (3.3). In a Sasakian concircular symmetric space, the scalar curvature 
R is constant. 
Proof. Form equations (1.12) and (3.1), we obtain 

Rjk,a + n(:: 
2

) (g;koJ-giko? + Fil<F}' -FJJ,F/' + 2F,iFkh )= 0. 

Contracting indices h and k, we have 

Rij a + t·a ) (F,hFf - FjhF,h + 2F,jFhh) = 0. 
' n n+2 

Multiplying the above equation by gij, we get 

R,a + t•a \ {gij (F,hFf - FjhF,h + 2F,jFhh )} = 0, 
n n+2 

or, 

R,a {i + ( gii ) (F,hFf - FihF,h + 2F,iFhh )l = 0 
nn+2 't 

J 

which implies 

R,a=O, 

i.e., R is constant. 
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